Open Call
3 WOODS
Mia & Eric (CAN)

For 3 WOODS, interdisciplinary artist duo Mia Rushton and Eric Moschopedis will go on a remote research
journey in the summer of 2020: From Calgary, Canada, they will explore the forests of the Rhine-Neckar
region with the help of local experts, organizations and residents. They are looking for facts about the
physical geography, ecology and use of the forest landscapes as well as for popular stories, unknown
anecdotes and personal experiences. What does the forest mean to us as a place of reality and imagination
- today and tomorrow?
Be their eyes and ears, fingers and noses! All findings will be exchanged digitally via Telegram messenger
and made accessible on the website of the project.
Join the Telegram group & share your findings: https://t.me/miaanderic_3woods
Find out more about possible contributions and take a look at what people have been collecting on the
project’s website: www.3-woods.com
More about the project
The project takes place within the framework of a multi-year engagement process to create three
interrelated works in response to three different woodscapes: the one found in the Rhine-Neckar region,
another in Northern Norway, and a third located within the small town of Gateshead in Northern England.
3 WOODS is a series of new interrelated works by artist duo Mia & Eric (CA) commissioned by Matchbox
(DE), Arctic Arts Festival (NOR) and GIFT (UK).
More about the artists
Mia Rushton and Eric Moschopedis are an artist team from Calgary, Alberta. They bring together elements
of craft, performance, and cultural geography to create site-specific and socially-engaged works. Their
practice operates in both a gallery and public context, their projects workshops, artist talks, and lectures
have been presented in throughout North America and in Europe.
Matchbox
Matchbox is an extraordinary, interdisciplinary programme of artistic discourse that travels through the
Rhine-Neckar metropolitan region in the southwest of Germany – always looking for the perfect match
between international artist and the local community. The projects are all about offering to not only witness
but experience and participate in the artistic process right in front of your doorstep.
www.matchbox-rhein-neckar.de
Mail: matchbox@m-r-n.com
Tel.: 0621 10708-419

